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Abstract
Introduction: Sarcopenia is a syndrome primarily found in elderly individuals and is defined by decreased skeletal muscle
mass and strength. Sarcopenia often increases the risk or is comorbid with various diseases. Thus, the objective of this study is
to determine the appropriate dosage of whey protein isolate (WPI) for middle-aged men at rest and after resistance-exercise for
maximum muscle protein synthesis (MPS) and to reduce the risk of sarcopenia.
Methods: 50 healthy men (age 45± 5yrs, BMI < 30 kg/m2) will be randomly assigned an amount of ingested WPI
(0g,10g,20g,30g,40g). 24 hours prior, a baseline saliva sample and ingestion of 5 doses of 150 mL bolus (70% D2O) every 2
hours will be completed at the participants’ own homes. On the day of the study, a saliva sample will be taken 1 hour before
10 repetitions of maximum unilateral leg extension. After the exercise protocol (t = 0 h), saliva samples will be obtained every
hour until t = 6 h and 3 muscle biopsies at t = 0 h, t = 3 h, and t = 6 h. After isolating myofibrillar protein fractions from the
biopsies, the samples will be analyzed using gas chromatography-pyrolysis-isotope ratio mass spectrometer (GC-P-IRMS).
Analysing saliva samples will be conducted using temperature conversion elemental analyzer (TC/EA) followed by isotope
ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS). Atom percent excess for both deuterium enrichment of protein-bound alanine and precursor
enrichment will be conducted to allow the calculation of fractional synthetic rate (FSR, %/h).
Discussion: We anticipate FSR (%/h) will be significantly greater in the exercised leg compared to the unexercised leg at each
WPI ingestion dosage. Furthermore, we anticipate that ≥20 g of ingested WPI will be sufficient for maximal MPS at rest.
Finally, we anticipate that at ≥30 g ingestion of WPI will be sufficient for maximal MPS after resistance training. It is beneficial
for physicians to know the optimal dose for MPS in middle-aged adults, so they can suggest more accurate recommendations
of proactive protein intake. This will help alleviate the high prevalence of sarcopenia and its detrimental effects on health,
healthcare, and the economy.
Keywords: sarcopenia; middle-aged men; myofibrillar protein synthesis; whey protein isolate; muscle anabolism; deuterium
oxide; fractional synthetic rate; resistance exercise

Introduction
Broadly speaking, sarcopenia is a syndrome marked by
decreased muscle mass and decreased strength [1,2].
Sarcopenia is frequent in individuals aged 65 and above
[1, 3] and much of the current research assesses its presence
in older individuals. Some studies have compared findings in
younger adults in their 20s with these older adults [3,4] but
middle-aged individuals are a demographic that receives less
attention. The lack of information on middle-aged adults
may be in part because in this cohort, sarcopenia is less
prevalent, and the incidence increases dramatically in older
age groups [1].

There are currently few, if any estimates on sarcopenia
prevalence in Canadian middle-aged adults; however, for
adults aged 65 or greater, the prevalence in males ranges from
1.4-5.2% depending on the definition of sarcopenia used [5].
In a male Dutch cohort, the prevalence for ages 60 to 69 and
over 70 were 0-31.2% and 0-45.2% respectively; thus, how
frequently people have sarcopenia can be highly variable in a
population, and it is potentially affecting much of the
population [1]. The prevalence of sarcopenia in Europe
appears to be trending upwards and is projected to increase by
over 60% from 2016 to 2045 [6]. It is reasonable to assume
that it will also likely increase in Canada, given our aging
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population [5]. Along with being prevalent, the healthcare
costs associated with sarcopenia seem to be large. It has been
estimated that sarcopenia accounts for 1.5% of all healthcare
expenses in the United States [7].
The prevalence and costs alone make treating and
preventing the development of sarcopenia, crucial health
interventions but the pathologies and comorbidities further
underscore the importance. Though sarcopenia is less prevalent
in middle-aged adults than older adults, both experience
problems such as higher chances of mortality [1], metabolic
syndrome [8], osteoporosis [2], and physical injury [9]. When
controlled for muscle loss that naturally comes with age,
sarcopenia has also been associated with diseases like obesity,
chronic kidney disease, and diabetes [10]. If sarcopenia is
comorbid with obesity, the outcomes are even worse, as the two
pathologies produce a synergistic effect [11].
The causes of sarcopenia and muscle loss in general are
numerous, and thus, the best prevention requires a
multifaceted approach [12]. There are many risk factors for
sarcopenia, including age, chronic injuries, and
inflammatory and hormonal disorders, which are difficult to
control for [9]. However, diet has also been identified as a
risk factor for sarcopenia and is one that can be assessed and
modified by clinical practitioners [9, 11,12]. One way to
lower sarcopenia risk by modifying diet is to increase protein
intake, especially after resistance exercise [9, 3, 11]. Dairy
protein is a suitable option because it typically contains highquality protein, is cost effective, is easy to prepare, and has
minimal or no side effects [9]. Of dairy products, whey
protein isolate (WPI) seems to be the most effective for
muscle anabolism [3]. Younger demographics typically
require less (≥20 g) WPI than older demographics (≥40 g) in
preventing sarcopenia [3]; however, it is unclear how
middle-aged individuals may respond to WPI. This gap in
the literature leaves healthcare providers to make
approximations based on the range in age between young and
old adults. Understanding the dosing required for the middleaged demographics may also provide insight into how
middle-aged adults can reap the most rewards out of
recreational resistance exercise.
Middle-aged individuals represent an important target
because of the risk sarcopenia presents. Moreover, it appears
that early intervention with quality protein is associated with
higher muscle mass gain and when compared with low protein
consumers, smaller losses of muscle mass over 3 years [13]. It
has been suggested that quality dietary protein, and even more
so when combined with resistance exercise for best utilization,
seems to aid in maintaining muscle mass [12].
To assess the dose-response of muscle protein synthesis
to WPI ingestion at rest and after resistance training in middleaged individuals, similar protocols to the ones employed by
Yang et al. [3] and Wilkinson et al. [14-16] will be employed.
Exercised vs. unexercised leg muscles will be assessed and
varying doses of 0-40 g of WPI will be administered. Muscle
protein synthesis (MPS) will be measured by monitoring the
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incorporation of the stable water isotope, D2O into muscle
tissue by comparing body water deuterium enrichment to
deuterium enrichment in myofibrillar protein. D2O will be
used instead of injection methods employed by some studies
[3, 17] because it has numerous benefits such as having the
ability to conduct studies in a non-controlled setting, a longer
half-life (~ 9-11 days), the ability to label numerous substrates,
and overall, it is less invasive and more cost-effective than
substrate-specific tracers, supported by the work conducted by
Wilkinson et al. [14]. Higher amounts of D2O will be used in
this study compared to Wilkinson et al. [15] because at 0.53%
of body water there was a potential for absolute FSR to be
inaccurate because of decreased precision explained by
Wilkinson et al. [15]. They further suggested increased dosage
over a longer period to minimize the decreased precision and
prevent adverse side effects. Individuals will be under BMI 30
kg/m2 because of the synergistic effect that it can have with
obesity [11]. We hypothesis that exercised legs and higher
doses of WPI will yield the most MPS.
Methods
Participants
50 men (age 45± 5 years, BMI < 30 kg/m2) will be
recruited for the experiment. They will be counterbalanced by
their age, body mass index (BMI), and physical activity levels
between the groups. Then they will be randomly assigned into
1 of the 5 WPI ingestion amount cohorts
(0 g, 10 g, 20 g, 30 g, 40 g). This study will use a medical
questionnaire and physical exam to exclude any participants
that have metabolic, respiratory, or cardiovascular disorders
[14,15]. After explaining the study and potential risks, all
participants will give their written consent before proceeding
with the experiment.
Preliminary assessments
1 week before the day of the study, the following
characteristics will be obtained: age, height (cm), total body
mass (kg), protein intake per body mass (g/kg), fat-free mass
(kg), body mass index (kg/m2), blood pressure (mmHg) [3].
Furthermore, a questionnaire will be given to assess physical
activity levels. Finally, a physical performance test will be
conducted to assess maximum strength by doing 10
repetitions of maximum unilateral leg extensions on their
dominant leg [3].
Dietary and physical activity control
A 3-day dietary record will be obtained 5 days before
the study to provide estimates of their usual macronutrient
intake. Based on these dietary record responses, an average
daily energy and protein intake will be determined and
provided in the pre-prepared diets, 2 days before the study
[3]. Using their physical activity level assessments, activity
factors will be taken into account by using the HarrisBenedict equation when determining the pre-prepared diets
[3]. Total body mass will be monitored during 2 days of a
controlled diet to ensure they are in energy balance.
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Participants will also be told not to exercise 3 days before the
study [14,15]

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚 % =

100 × 𝐴𝑅 × (𝛿𝐷 × 0.001 + 1)
1 + 𝐴𝑅 (𝛿𝐷 × 0.001 + 1)

Study protocol
Roughly 24 hours before the study, the participants will
complete the following steps at home. The individuals will
first take a baseline saliva sample. Following the saliva
sample, 5 doses of 150 mL bolus (70% D2O) will be consumed
2 hours apart starting at noon the day before the study. This
dosing pattern will ensure that 1% body water will be labeled
for the day of the study while allowing participants to selfmonitor for adverse side effects from the large consumption of
D2O [14]. If participants do experience side effects, the dosing
pattern will be spread out until 10 pm.
It is crucial that participants do not consume any H2O until
2 hours after the last dosage of D2O, and that they consume no
food past 10 pm until 8 am the day of the study. This will ensure
proper D2O equilibration, and that they are in a post-absorptive
state [16, 3]. Using an increased total dosage will be a departure
from the previous work by Wilkinson et al. [14], and this will
be completed to counteract measurement errors in absolute
FSR (by 2-fold) due to gas chromatography- pyrolysis- isotope
ratio mass spectrometer (GC-P-IRMS) decreased precision
compared to the traditional primed amino acid infusion and gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) study design
[15].
Participants will arrive at 8 am in the controlled laboratory
setting on the day of the study. A saliva sample will be taken 1
hour before the exercise protocol. This will entail 10 repetitions
of maximum unilateral leg extension based on their physical
performance test. Following the exercise protocol, another
saliva sample will be collected and then participants will
consume their WPI and 45g carbohydrate mixed drink. The
amount of WPI in the beverage will be based on the assigned
group. The amino acid composition of WPI will be determined
based on the composition from Churward-Venne et al. [17].
After the consumption of the protein and carbohydrate mixed
drink, a muscle biopsy and saliva sample will be taken,
representing t = 0h. Saliva samples will be taken each hour
following t = 0 h and 2 more muscle biopsies will be taken at
t = 3 h and t = 6 h.

Equation 1. Atom % of deuterium in protein-bound alanine.
AR represents the absolute ratio constant for deuterium based
on the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water value of
0.00011595 [14]. D represents deuterium (2H).

Body water enrichment and saliva analysis
Atom percent excess (APE) of water in the saliva will be
determined using the method by Wilkinson et al. [14]. First,
100 uL of saliva was distilled at 90°C for 4 h before
transferring to vials and performing liquid injection into a high
temperature conversion elemental analyzer (TC/EA). The
TC/EA then feeds into an isotope ratio mass spectrometry
(IRMS). Each saliva sample will be run through the TC/EA
and IRMS 4 times to verify accuracy and before running the
samples through TC/EA, the machine will have its validity
tested in the manner outlined in Wilkinson et al. [14]. Lastly,
enrichment will be calculated using equation 1.

Calculations of fractional synthetic rate (FSR)
The fractional synthetic rate (FSR) of myofibrillar
proteins using the D2O tracer will be determined using the
precursor product approach from the incorporation of
deuterium-labeled alanine into protein using enrichment of
body water [19].
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Muscle biopsy sampling
In the same manner as Yang et al. [3], a local anesthetic
will be applied to both of the participant’s thigh muscles and
samples for biopsy will be collected via a modified
Bergstrom needle [3]. The collected biopsy samples will then
be purified in liquid nitrogen for storage at -80ºC [3].
Myofibrillar protein fractions derivatization and muscle
analysis
30-50 mg of thawed wet muscle will be homogenized in
a homogenization buffer and a protease inhibitor cocktail
tablet at 10 μL/μg of tissue. The homogenates will be
centrifuged and the resulting myofibrillar pellets will be
solubilized with a strong base before precipitating with 1
mol/L perchloric acid. The strong acidic slurry will then be
incubated overnight at 110°C to release protein-bound amino
acids via acid hydrolysis. Following incubation, 2 mol/L
ammonium hydroxide will be used to elute the amino acids
from the slurry before evaporating until dry. The dried
samples will be derivatized as their n-methoxycarbonyl
methyl esters (MCME) according to the protocol of Husek
and Liebich [18] with modifications from Wilkinson et al.
[15]. Modifications include resuspension of the dried sample
in 60 μL of distilled water and 32 μL methanol, then 10 μL
pyridine and 8 μL methylchloroformate after a brief vortex
[15]. Once incorporated, an additional 30 s vortex will be
performed followed by extraction with 100 μL chloroform
[15]. Then the amount of incorporated deuterium in proteinbound alanine will be determined using the GC-P-IRMS
protocol outlined by Wilkinson et al. [15]. The atom % will
then be determined using equation 1. After determining
deuterium atom %, atom percent excess (APE) will be
determined by correcting for the baseline saliva sample.
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𝐹𝑆𝑅(%/ℎ) =

[𝐴𝑃𝐸𝐴𝑙𝑎]
× 100%
[𝑛 × 𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑝 𝑥 𝑡]

Equation 2. FSR of the myofibrillar proteins as calculated
using APE of precursor and alanine. APEAla is the deuterium
enrichment of protein-bound alanine which will be
determined during the muscle analysis of both exercised and
unexercised leg biopsies. APEP is the mean precursor
enrichment over the time of 6 hours which will be
determined during saliva analysis. t is the time between
biopsies meaning calculations will be made at each muscle
biopsy for each leg. n is the exchange constant (3.7) of
deuterium (D or 2H) between body water in mammals [19].
For each WPI ingestion amount, the FSR percentages
will be calculated every hour from the participant’s exercised
and unexercised leg. The values at each time point will be
used to determine the average FSR for exercised and
unexercised leg separately.
Statistical Analysis
Consistent with Yang et al. [3], an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test will be performed at each WPI dose to
determine the statistical significance (P < 0.05) between FSR
(%/h) in the exercised and unexercised legs. In accordance
with Churchward-Venne et al. [17], the causal relationship
between protein ingestion (g protein per kg body mass) and
FSR (%/h) will be assessed by linear regression (P < 0.05)
for both the exercised leg and for unexercised leg conditions.
The data from the 5 ANOVA tests and the 2 linear
regressions will be presented as mean FSR (%/h) +/standard error of the mean (SEM).
SPSS for Windows will be used to perform all the
statistical analysis.
Discussion
We anticipate there will be a bi-phasic curve in both of
our linear regressions with a positive slope at low g/kg and
plateau at higher g/kg values. Given that body mass will be
unknown before recruiting the participants, the exact point
of plateau in g/kg will be unknown; however, we expect the
plateau for the unexercised leg to correspond with ~20g WPI
[3, 20]. For the exercised leg, we expect it to plateau at ~30g
WPI [3, 17, 21, 22]. Our reasoning for those bi-phasic curves
is as follows: after said points, increased dosage of WPI
ingestion will lead to the same amount of FSR (%/h).
Furthermore, we anticipate that there will be a significant
increase in FSR (%/h) when comparing unexercised versus
exercised legs at each WPI ingestion amount [3].
40 g of WPI will be used as the upper limit dose, as
40 g appears to be the upper limit for optimal myofibrillar
protein synthesis (MPS) [17]. If the results were to fall within
the 20-40 g range during rest and after resistance exercise,
this would also lend support to current research suggesting
that response to WPI decreases with increasing age [3, 4, 12]
If there exists an optimal dose of WPI for MPS at rest and
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after resistance training, this will support that in addition to
younger and older adults [3, 4], middle-aged adults also
experience protein dose-dependent effects when
synergistically combined with resistance exercises.
Although there are many strengths to our method, there
are also inherent limitations. Firstly, due to the greater
number of participants compared to some previous studies
[14, 15], type II errors will not be expected in our data;
however, there is a greater likelihood this will result in
decreased adherence to the protocol due to high study
demands [23], which could potentially impact findings.
Secondly, recruiting only men in our study decreases sexbased differences that are coupled with increased age as
confounding variables [24-26] but this lowers external
validity in treating the broader population. Furthermore,
studies that laid the foundation for this protocol [3, 4, 14, 15,
17, 20] characteristically underrepresent women and thus,
the sex-based implications remain largely unknown. Lastly,
there are some drawbacks to using D2O. D2O is a valid and
reliable technique for measuring FSR (%/h), moreover, it is
cheaper and less invasive compared to the traditional
injection of stable isotope tracers. However, ensuring the
correct dosage of a single D2O bolus to balance its adverse
effects, its decreased analytical precision, and decreasing
measurement error to account for the precision difficulties,
may be challenging [15].
All in all, it is beneficial for physicians to know the
optimal dose for MPS in middle-aged adults so they may
provide more accurate recommendations of proactive protein
intake. Given that current studies assessing MPS in younger
and older adults have a range of 20-40g of WPI, there is a
great deal of guesswork involved for middle-aged adults.
Determining the optimal dose for MPS in middle-aged adults
will, therefore, ensure physicians are better equipped to
prevent sarcopenia in their patients.
Conclusions
Sarcopenia is highly prevalent [1, 5, 6], taxing on
healthcare, economy [1, 7], and is associated or comorbid
with diseases that can negatively impact life or even increase
fatality [1, 2, 8-11]. With these concerns in mind, healthcare
professionals must take note of risk factors and begin
proactive measures with patients. By assessing how middleaged men respond to exercise and WPI ingestion, better
recommendations can be made for patients at risk for
sarcopenia.
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WPI: whey protein isolate
D2O: deuterium oxide (heavy water)
BMI: body mass index
AR: absolute ratio
ANOVA: analysis of variance
SEM: standard error of mean
APE: atom percent excess
FSR: fractional synthetic rate
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GC-P-IRMS: gas chromatography-pyrolysis-isotope ratio
mass spectrometry
GC-MS: gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
TC/EA: temperature conversion elemental analysis
IRMS: isotope ratio mass spectrometry
MCME: n-methoxycarbonyl methyl esters
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